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Abstract

Many emerging markets’ central banks are concerned with excessive volatility in foreign exchange rates and wish to exert

some control over the direction and speed with which the value of their currency changes. Many intervene using foreign

exchange reserves to purchase and sell foreign currency directly in the spot market. In this paper we explore how currency

options may be a viable central bank tool for foreign currency intervention. We find that holding and issuing bundles of call

and put options with multiple strike prices while dynamically delta hedging the portfolio position curbs persistent exchange

rate movements, builds domestic markets by providing liquidity, and creates a more cohesive intervention plan than direct spot

market intervention. We use the Garman-Kohlhagen option pricing model and simulate the impact of using an option strategy,

which we call the “W” spread, as an intervention mechanism on the spot market position of the central bank. Our results

show that the W-spread strategy provides the central bank with a clear strategic position for intervention that contributes to

its goals of curbing persistent appreciation or depreciation of the local currency.
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1 Introduction

The main goals of the central bank when intervening in currency markets are to smooth exchange rate volatility,

supply liquidity into foreign exchange markets and to control the amount of foreign exchange reserves (Moreno, 2005).

The broad motives for intervention are driven by macroeconomic goals, such as inflation targeting, maintaining

economic stability and competitiveness, preventing crises and boosting growth. Central banks in emerging markets

that have floating or managed floating exchange rate regimes are concerned with excessive fluctuations of their

exchange rates since such volatility can increase the risks associated with banking crises, economic instability, slowed

growth and diminished trade. According to a survey by the Bank of International Settlements of 19 central banks in

emerging markets, two-thirds conducted some type of currency market intervention and found it to be an effective

tool for controlling exchange rate volatility (Mihaljek, 2004).

Using the Colombian experience detailed in Keefe and Rengifo (2014) as a benchmark, this paper analyzes how

an alternative to traditional options trading strategies can provide central banks with a policy tool to intervene in

currency markets to control volatility, influence expectations, and build domestic markets by providing liquidity.

With this strategy, the central bank can achieve lower costs in spot market interventions, and link their operations

in the spot market to a clear and concise strategy based on market fundamentals.

In this paper, we first explore which option strategies are most appropriate to meet the goals of central banks’

currency market interventions. With the simulated series of the Colombian Peso - US Dollar exchange rate (CO-

PUSD), we price options contracts at various strike prices and analyze the outcome of hedging a portfolio position

that is tailored to counter persistent appreciation or depreciation in the exchange rate. At this point, our analysis

is purely directional in the sense that we are assuming no impact of central bank interventions in the exchange rate

simulations. We only observe whether delta hedging of the option strategy does what the central banks are expecting.

Simulations that take into account the intervention impact functions are under research and will be available soon.

The remaining sections of the paper are structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the existing literature.

Section 3 describes the W-spread strategy options trading strategy. Section 4 presents the analytical approach and

methodology. Section 5 reports the simulation results and Section 6 concludes with the implications of the findings,

and future extensions of the research.

2 Literature Review

Emerging markets differ from advanced economies in the degree to which they intervene. Menkhoff (2013) notes that,

with the exception of the Bank of Japan, advanced economies very rarely, if ever, intervene into currency markets in

large amounts and that foreign exchange intervention happens much more frequently in emerging markets. The IMF

notes that 65% of its members publish data on foreign exchange intervention (IMF, 2010), a share that would be

higher if one excluded non-intervening advanced economies (Menkhoff, 2013). In addition, Sarno and Taylor (2001)

demonstrate that exchange rates in emerging markets and developing economies can depart significantly from the

levels implied by macroeconomic fundamentals, and that exchange rates in these economies tend to be excessively

volatile in the short run, which may contribute to explaining why central banks in emerging markets intervene more

consistently and frequently than their advanced counterparts.

Stone, Roger, Nordstrom, Shimizu, Kisinbay and Restrepo (2009) argue that exchange rates are more important

as policy tools for inflation-targeting emerging markets than for their counterparts in advanced economies for a

number of reasons. In emerging markets, a high exchange rate pass-through1 indicates lower policy credibility as

1The exchange rate pass-through links the change in import prices to a one percentage point change in exchange rates.
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this translates to a closer link between price and exchange rate movements. Additionally, less developed financial

systems in these countries correspond to more rigid currency markets, which amplify the impact of exchange rate

shocks on the domestic economy. Therefore, to mitigate this impact of short-term currency fluctuations on output,

central banks in emerging markets rely on foreign exchange intervention. Finally, active management of exchange

rates is seen as a way to promote financial stability and minimize the negative impact of sudden stops in foreign

currency inflows.

On the other hand, Fraga, Goldajn and Minella (2003) argue that emerging markets face more acute trade-offs

when choosing the design of their inflation targeting monetary policy, including higher output and inflation volatility.

Thus, due to a more volatile macroeconomic environment, the implementation and commitment to inflation targeting

becomes more difficult in emerging markets than in advanced economies. Acosta-Ormaechea and Coble (2011) find

that in emerging markets with high levels of dollarization and a strong exchange rate pass through, inflation targeting

is more effective through policies that target exchange rates rather than interest rates.

Mihaljek (2004) finds that many emerging market central banks view currency market intervention as an effective

tool to use within their monetary policy framework, but the success of the intervention is related to what is happening

both in financial markets and with macroeconomic fundamentals. With weak fundamentals, central banks are aware

that intervention will not be effective in stabilizing exchange rate markets, and other measures must be considered

to strengthen fundamentals along with attempts to stabilize currency markets. Stabililty in exchange rates is critical

for the macroeconomy. Stable exchange rates impact on export volume, which then impact economic growth, and

import prices, which then impact inflation. On the other hand, excessive volatility in exchange rate can hinder trade,

which in turn can dampen growth (Menkhoff, 2013).

Emerging markets that need to intervene into currency markets to maintain inflation targeting goals, ensure

market liquidity and influence expectations can use currency options to effectively stabilize the foreign exchange

market and control exchange rate volatility. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) notes that options

contracts can lower costs of hedging risk, enhance the liquidity of the underlying asset and work to stabilize the foreign

exchange market when issued by the central bank (HKMA, 2000). Options contracts issued by the central bank can

mitigate the destabilizing hedging behavior that would otherwise be conducted by private market participants in

reaction to changing market conditions.

Wiseman (1999) argues that governments should commit themselves to frequent and regular auctions of short-

dated physically-delivered currency options as a mechanism to stabilize exchange rates. Since almost all central bank

authorities would like to reduce exchange rate volatility, without pushing it all the way to zero, official auctions

would encourage private banks to buy options and exercise them when profitable. Dynamic delta hedging on the

part of the trader can substitute for actively pursuing the same position in the market. Archer (2005) argues that

the transparency with which the central bank auctions options contracts to market participants introduces stability

and additional hedging instruments into the market. Therefore, the use of currency options by central banks can

be effective in stabilizing the foreign exchange rate and controlling volatility by influencing market liquidity and

expectations. We agree with these findings, show the drawbacks associated with traditional options strategies, and

introduce a new options strategy that contributes to the goals of central banks in emerging economies.

However, it is important to note that if the central bank is the main writer of options, it can crowd out all

other writers who may engage in dynamic delta hedging that is potentially destabilizing (HKMA, 2000). Breuer

(1999) argues that if market makers are net long positions, their dynamic delta hedging behavior can lower volatility.

When option buyers purchase domestic currency in the spot market to hedge their positions when the currency is

depreciating, and sell it when it is appreciating, this will help stabilize exchange rates. For example, given the option

is written for USD, in a long call, a delta hedging position suggests to sell (short) USD when the domestic currency
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is depreciating and to buy (long) USD when it is appreciating, therefore providing (taking) liquidity to (from) the

market, helping to reduce volatility and acting countercylically .

Finally, Canales-Kriljenko (2003) finds that in emerging markets and developing economies, 82% of interventions

take place in the spot market because this is the main or only currency market available in the economy, and therefore

the only channel available for the interventions. The strategy proposed in this paper contributes to creating new

(options) markets or expanding existing ones, so that the spot market is not the only market for central bankers to

rely on.

3 W-Spread Strategy

The aim of the W-spread strategy is to pair the buying and selling of options with dynamic delta hedging of the

net portfolio position to allow the central bank to mitigate persistent appreciation or depreciation of the domestic

currency through its spot market hedging operations. This strategy is optimal because the spot market interventions

of the central bank are now driven by the delta of the option and therefore are determined by market forces.

Through dynamic delta hedging of the W-spread strategy, central banks are able to reduce risks associated with

the movement in the exchange rate by taking an offsetting position in the spot market. For small movements in

the exchange rate, the value of the hedge changes in an equal but opposite direction. Thus, the delta of an option

will change as the contract approaches expiration, when implied volatility changes or the value of the exchange rate

changes (see following section). As the delta changes, central banks adjust their offsetting position through buying

or selling the underlying asset (USD).

The W-spread strategy consists of the central bank holding two long calls and two long puts at strike prices K1 and

K3, and issuing one short call and one short put at K2 = K1+K3

2 . All options in this research are European options,

and therefore cannot be exercised until maturity. To price the options and determine the delta of each option, we

use the Garman-Kohlhagen option pricing model, which is a variation of the Black-Scholes option valuation model.

The valuation of call options is defined by the following:
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where τ = T − t, or time to maturity, Φ is the standard normal distribution function, σ is the volatility of the

underlying asset, r and r∗ are the domestic and foreign risk free interest rates, St is the spot rate at time t (S0 is

the spot rate at the beginning of the contract), and K is the strike price. The purchaser of the call (put) option,

or the agent that is long in the option, has the right but not the obligation to buy (sell) a given amount of foreign

currency (in our case USD). The issuer, which will be the central bank in the short position, has the obligation to

sell (buy) USD to the call (put) holder upon maturity if the option is exercised.

The call and put deltas equal the derivative of the option value with respect to the spot exchange rate, and can
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be presented as follows (DeRosa, 2011, Chen, 1998):
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and 0 ≤ δcall ≤ 1 for call deltas and −1 ≤ δput ≤ 0 for put deltas.

Dynamic delta hedging of a short option position by the central bank may destabilize currency markets by

increasing selling pressure during an appreciation and buying pressure during a depreciation. This goes exactly in

the opposite direction to the goals of the central bank. However, authors such as Breuer (1999) have noted that

dynamically delta hedging a long option contract position can introduce stabilizing forces into currency markets.

For example, by dynamically delta hedging a long call on USD, if the local currency (COPUSD) depreciates, the

trader short sells USD in the domestic spot market. By doing so, the supply of USD in the spot market rises and

therefore introduces appreciationary pressure that can counter the depreciation of the COP through the portfolio

balance channel, as previously discussed.

Similarly, by dynamically delta hedging a long put position, as the local currency depreciates the trader buys

USD in the domestic spot market to offset his position at maturity of the option contract. The offsetting spot

market position contributes to appreciation pressure that counters the depreciation of the COP. These scenarios are

summarized in Table (1).

These outcomes consider only the scenario under which the central bank issues either calls or put options, where

in fact the hedging position would exacerbate the movements in the exchange rate. By positioning itself in the

W-spread strategy, the central bank can strategically hedge its net position in a way that would counteract the

persistent currency appreciation or depreciation, reduce volatility and help control for the exchange rate level by

providing the required USD liquidity.

Table 1: Impact of Dynamic Delta Hedging on Exchange Rate Movements

Dynamic Delta Hedging Position

Calls Puts

Long Short Long Short

Depreciation Short Sell USD Buy USD Short Sell USD Buy USD

Counters Exacerbates Counters Exacerbates

Appreciation Buy USD Short Sell USD Buy USD Short Sell USD

Counters Exacerbates Counters Exacerbates

In this table, we focus on the position of the central bank after the initial purchase/sale (day 0) given by its delta

hedging strategy. It is important to note that the initial delta hedging position will always be the largest, and that

after this, the central bank adjusts its position for the remainder of the time to maturity (days 1 to 30) to reflect the

likelihood of the option being exercised. When the delta moves towards one (for calls) or minus one (for puts), the

option is more likely to be exercised. When the delta moves towards zero, the option is more likely to expire without

exercise. Therefore, the delta drives the position of the central bank in the spot market depending on the movement

of the exchange rate.
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In the W-spread strategy we propose, the gains are unlimited and losses are limited. The net position of the central

bank in the spot market is similar to hedging a long position that, as we have mentioned previously, contributes to

countering excessive or persistent movement in the exchange rate. Under this scenario we have also assumed that

the central bank is able to issue contracts in the domestic market, purchase long positions in the global market, and

hedge its portfolio in the domestic spot market.

First, to understand each side of the market, consider the W-spread strategy for calls and puts separately, as

depicted in Figures (1) and (2). In Figure (1), the W-call strategy consists of two long call positions with a strike

price of K1 and K3, as well as one short position with a strike price of K2. The middle strike price for the short

position is determined as K1+K3

2 . The payoff structure is such that as the spot exchange rate value depreciates

beyond K3, the central bank gains S −K2 as seen in Table (2).

Figure 1: W-Call Spreads

The W-call spreads presents a position with limited risks but unlimited gains in case of depreciation beyond
K3. It consists of one short call with strike price K2, one long call with strike price K1 and one long call

with strike price K3. The middle strike price (K2) for the short position is determined as
K1+K3

2 .

Table 2: W-Call Spread Payoffs

Calls

Long Call (K1) Short Call (K2) Long Call (K3) TOTAL

S ≤ K1 0 0 0 0

K1 ≤ S < K2 S - K1 0 0 S - K1

K2 ≤ S < K3 S - K1 -(S - K2) 0 K2 - K1

S ≥ K3 S - K1 -(S - K2) S - K3 S - K2

This table presents the payoffs that would be paid by the issuer of the short call and received by the owner of the long calls, depending

on the relationship between the strike prices (K1, K2, K3) and the spot market value of the exchange rate (S) at maturity. In the

W-call spread, one must consider both long and short positions. There are limited downside risks, but unlimited payoff potential.

Next, consider the W-put strategy presented in Figure (2). In this case, the strategy consists of two long put

positions with strike prices at K1 and K3, and one short put with a strike price of K2. Once again, the middle strike

price for the short position is determined as K1+K3

2 . The strategy offers unlimited gains and limited losses. As the

currency value appreciates beyond K1, the central bank obtains K2 − S, as seen in Table (3).
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Figure 2: W-Put Spreads

The W-put spreads presents a position with limited risks and limited gains. It consists of one short put with
the strike price (K2), one long put with strike price (K1) and one long put with strike price (K3). The middle

strike price (K2) for the short position is determined as
K1+K3

2 .

Table 3: W-Put Spread Payoffs

Puts

Long Put (K1) Short Put (K2) Long Put (K3) TOTAL

S < K1 K1 - S -(K2 - S) K3 - S K2-S

K1 ≤ S < K2 0 -(K2 - S) K3 - S K3 - K2

K2 ≤ S < K3 0 0 K3 - S K3 - S

S ≥ K3 0 0 0 0

The table represents the payoffs that would be paid by the issuer of the short put and received by the owner of a long put, depending

on the relationship between the strike price (K1, K2, K3) and the spot market value of the exchange rate (S) at maturity of the

option. In the W-put spread, one must consider both long and short positions. There are limited downside risks, as well as limited

profits.

As can be seen in both W-call and W-put strategies, the risks are limited and the gains unlimited if the exchange

rate moves beyond the limiting strike price K3 for W-calls and K1 for W-puts. Combining both creates what we

name the W-spread strategy. This is the optimal strategy for central banks since dynamically delta hedging the

net portfolio position introduces forces in the spot market that will allow the central bank to mitigate excessive or

persistent exchange rate movement while protecting the central bank’s currency position at the same time. In Figure

(3), the net position of both W-call and W-put strategies is depicted.

The mix of W-call and W-put strategies can be altered to reflect the exchange rate direction and degree of

volatility the central bank can tolerate to maintain stability. First, if the central bank wants to hold a neutral

position and not signal expectations of depreciation or appreciation, it can evenly split its portfolio between W-call

and W-put strategies. If it would like to curb excessive depreciation, it can hold proportionately more W-calls than

W-puts, with a W-put/W-call ratio of less than one. Here, the dynamic delta hedging position will dampen the

depreciation trend through the sale of USD on the spot market to hedge the net options portfolio position. In

contrast, if it would like to curb excessive appreciation, it can hold more W-puts than W-calls, with a W-put/W-call

ratio greater than one. Here, the dynamic delta hedging position will dampen the appreciation through the purchase

of USD on the spot market to hedge the net portfolio position. The details of the dynamic hedging influence on the
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spot market will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

The payoffs of the W-spread strategy are detailed in Table (4). As can be seen, there exist potential gains with

extreme movements in the exchange rate of either appreciation or depreciation, while the risks are limited. Because

central banks are interested in maintaining a neutral position, it will be in their best interest to maintain a stable

exchange rate that does not drastically deviate from the trend. One of the ways central banks are going to be

able to ensure this is through strategic intervention into the spot market determined by the dynamic delta hedging,

and driven by the behavior and relationship between the option value and spot exchange rate. In the case of a

depreciation beyond K3, the central bank will be able to buy USD cheaper than at the market price through the

option contract. It can then, in turn, sell the cheaper USD on the spot market, countering the depreciation of the

local currency, and introducing more USD into the economy. The same holds true for an appreciation beyond K1.

Figure 3: W-Spread Strategy

The W-spreads with calls and puts presents a position with limited risks and unlimited gains. It consists of combining the
W-call strategy with the W-put strategy as the optimal strategy for the central bank. In a neutral position, the W-put/W-
call ratio should be 1, depicted in the left graph. During periods of depreciation, the W-put/W-call ratio should be adjusted
to reflect more calls than puts in the portfolio. The W-put/W-call ratio = 0.25 is presented as the middle graph. During
periods of appreciation, the W-put/W-call ration should be adjusted to reflect more puts than calls in the portfolio. The
W-put/W-call ratio = 4 is presented as the right graph deals with central bank efforts to react to this appreciation trend.
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Table 4: W-spread strategy Payoffs

W-Put/W-Call = 1

Calls Puts

Long Call Short Call Long Call TOTAL Long Put Short Put Long Put TOTAL NET

(K1) (K2) (K3) (K1) (K2) K(3)

S < K1 0 0 0 0 K1-S -(K2-S) K3-S K2-S K2-S > 0

K1 ≤ S < K2 S-K1 0 0 S-K1 0 -(K2-S) K3-S K3-K2 S-2K1+K2

K2 ≤ S < K3 S-K1 -(S-K2) 0 K2 - K1 0 0 K3-S K3-S 3K2 - 2K1-S

S ≥ K3 S-K1 -(S-K2) S-K3 S-K2 0 0 0 0 S-K2 > 0

W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Calls Puts

Long Call Short Call Long Call TOTAL Long Put Short Put Long Put TOTAL NET

(K1) (K2) (K3) (K1) (K2) K(3)

S < K1 0 0 0 0 K1-S -(K2-S) K3-S K2-S K2-S > 0

K1 ≤ S < K2 4(S-K1) 0 0 4(S-K1) 0 -(K2-S) K3-S K3-K2 4S-5K1+K2

K2 ≤ S < K3 4(S-K1) -4(S-K2) 0 4(K2-K1) 0 0 K3-S K3-S 6K2-5K1-S

S ≥ K3 4(S-K1) -4(S-K2) 4(S-K3) 4(S-K2) 0 0 0 0 4(S-K2) > 0

W-Put/W-Call = 4

Calls Puts

Long Call Short Call Long Call TOTAL Long Put Short Put Long Put TOTAL NET

(K1) (K2) (K3) (K1) (K2) K(3)

S < K1 0 0 0 0 4(K1-S) -4(K2-S) 4(K3-S) 4(K2-S) 4(K2-S) > 0

K1 ≤ S < K2 S-K1 0 0 S-K1 0 -4(K2-S) 4(K3-S) 4(K3-K2) S - 5K1 + 4K2

K2 ≤ S < K3 S-K1 -(S-K2) 0 K2-K1 0 0 4(K3-S) 4(K3-S) 9K2-4K1-4S

S ≥ K3 S-K1 -(S-K2) S-K3 S-K2 0 0 0 0 S-K2 > 0

This table presents the payoffs that would be paid by the issuer of the short put and call and received by the owner of a long put and call, depending

on the relationship between the strike prices (K1, K2, K3) and the spot market value of the exchange rate (S) at maturity of the option. In the

W-spread strategy with both calls and puts, one must consider both long and short positions in each option. There are limited downside risks, as

well as unlimited profits. This table assumes an equal distribution between puts and calls, or a W-put/W-call ratio of 1, 0.25, and 4.

By holding and issuing bundles of call and put options at the various strike prices, the central bank shows the

market that it is taking two positions. It is betting on the exchange rate to appreciate or depreciate, and therefore

is protecting itself by nullifying the net impact when the exchange rate moves in either direction. The signal to the

central bank from the market will come from how many of each option will be purchased by market participants.

If traders anticipate the currency to depreciate due to fundamentals, more call options will be purchased to hedge

against the expected depreciation in the exchange rate.2 Between the date of issue and maturity of the contract, the

central bank hedges its net portfolio position in the spot market, which provides a stabilizing force in the market.

It is important to note that by using a W-spread strategy with dynamic delta hedging, policymakers are not

forcing the currency to move in a direction that would overtly benefit them. The net portfolio position that is

hedged guides the policymakers’ interventions in a way that would limit excessive movements in one direction, in

turn increasing the stability in the value of the exchange rate. With the W-spread strategy, the central banks’

hedging activity provide a counteracting pressure on the exchange rate trend to neutralize any persistence, all else

2The offsetting traders position in the options market is available upon request. Even though all positions of the central bank are offset
by market participants, not all positions are offset by the same market participant. In addition, as discussed in Breuer (1999), traders
hedge the net position of their entire portfolio, and may not hedge 100 percent of their position because it is costly. Therefore, the
offsetting position held by traders may not be as big of a concern for the central bank.
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equal.

For every transaction in the options market the central bank engages in, there is an offsetting position by a

market participant that purchases or sells the option. It is important to understand what happens on the other side

of the market when the central bank is engaging in the W-strategy proposed throughout this paper. Traders can

choose to hedge part or all of their net portfolio position. Since hedging can be costly, not all traders hedge their

entire portfolio position, which has important implications for this analysis.

As mentioned in Breuer (1999), the hedging of the short position is what may exacerbate the most drastic

movements in the exchange rate. When the central bank is holding a long position through the W-Strategy, there

is at least one trader that is short in the same option, and they may engage in hedging that increases volatility and

contribute to the persistent movement of the exchange rate, which is problematic for the central bank’s goals. It

is, therefore, not advisable for the central bank to allow a single trader to hold all of the central bank’s offsetting

positions.

Two additional facts must be considered when analyzing the offsetting position that traders take if the central

banks adopt the W-spread strategy. First, the majority of dynamic delta hedging is conducted by market makers. For

individual hedgers and speculators, it is costly to hedge their entire position in the options market and for many, the

options are one more instrument, uncorrelated wit the financial assets in their portfolio, that allow them to diversify

their risks. Second, the net short position of market makers and dealers is smaller than many would anticipate.

Surveyed dealers held a net short position in the options market of only 1.5 percent (Breuer, 1999). Therefore, the

hedging activity of traders should not necessarily match one for one the hedging activity of the central bank.3]A

detailed analysis of the market participants’ position is currently a work in progress, and preliminary results are

available upon request.

4 Methodology

This section presents the methodology that tests whether a W-spread strategy with dynamic delta hedging can

be a viable strategy for central bank currency market intervention. The goal is to understand whether dynamic

delta hedging of the W-spread strategy, under different scenarios, stabilizes exchange rates by countering persistent

movements in the exchange rate and whether this strategy can provide the central bank with a low cost, targeted

intervention tool. At this point, we are not measuring the impact of such interventions, and leave it for future

research.4 In this paper, we are only interested in seeing if central bank interventions in the spot market are able to

counteract appreciation or depreciation while at the same time providing liquidity to the market.

To determine the effectiveness of the W-spread strategy with dynamic delta hedging, we rely on a series of

simulations of the COPUSD. Using the simulated series, we analyze the option deltas, daily foreign currency (USD)

purchases/sales, and total daily value transacted by the central bank.

Based on Colombian data to estimate COPUSD spot rates, we first simulate exchange rate movements to capture

three conditions over 30 days to maturity: persistent depreciation, persistent appreciation, random appreciation or

depreciation of the COPUSD over 30 days. We use a uniformly distributed pseudorandom generation of exchange

rates based on the value of COPUSD on October 20, 2012. This process controls the simulation environment to test

4It is important to note that the simulations presented here have some limitations. Specifically, they do not take into account the impact
function of trading options and hedging in the spot market. Due to data limitations, it is difficult to determine the value impact function
of the central bank’s position in the spot market. If the central bank’s position was large enough, relative to the size of the whole market,
there is potential for it to influence the movement in the exchange rate value through the portfolio and expectations channels. This
effect has not been accounted for directly in the simulations. Extensions of this research will include simulations that account for the
impact function, as well as testing the size of the contracts issued by the central bank.
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the option pricing and dynamic delta hedging position when the exchange rate is moving strongly in one direction. It

provides a clear picture of how the strategic hedging behavior of the central bank may introduce stabilizing pressure

into currency markets and reduce volatility by providing liquidity to the markets. As an extension, the random

appreciation/depreciation simulation follows an Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process with GARCH volatility. Details on the

process are found in the appendix.

To calculate the option prices and dynamic delta hedging for the W-spread strategy, we first start by deriving

the volatility that is used for analysis. In the Garman-Kohlhagen model we use the standard deviation of the log

differences of the exchange rates over ten days.5 In the next step, we determine the strike prices that are used to

calculate the option prices. The set of strike prices in the results presented below are defined as follows:

K1,0 = 0.9975 ∗ S0

K3,0 = 1.0025 ∗ S0

K2,0 =
K1,0+K3,0

2

where S0 represents the spot market exchange rate one day before issuance of the W-spread strategy and the strike

prices are very close to at-the-money position. After the volatility and strike prices are determined, we estimate the

call and put prices using Colombia’s risk free interest rate, the US risk free interest rate, and the simulated exchange

rate series discussed above using Equations (1) and (2). Finally, we estimate the option deltas as per Equations (3)

and (4). The time to maturity for all contracts is set to be 30 days.

To determine the dynamic delta hedging position of the central bank, we calculate for each option the total USD

purchased or sold on a daily basis, the daily interest cost, daily cumulative value transacted, and the end-of-period

cumulative costs, payoffs and profits.

The USD transacted6 on the spot market on day t for option i is calculated as the option delta on day t multiplied

by the option contract size. For one contract, the USD transacted (SpotDeltat,i) based on the dynamic delta hedge

will be:

SpotDeltat,i = (δt,i − δt−1,i) ∗X (5)

where X represents USD per contract or the contract size, which is USD 10,000 in this analysis, and δt,i represents

the delta of option i on day t. Recall that in the W-spread strategy, we have two long calls and one short call

(W-Call) as well as two long puts and one short put (W-Put), thus i = 1...6. For example, δ15,sp represents the delta

of the short put on day 15.

For our analysis, we assume that the central bank will transact a total of 10,000 contracts, with each contract

worth USD 10,000. The total value of these contracts is then USD 100 million. It is simple to alter the contract size

and total number of contracts transacted, and we have tested the impact of such changes on the W-spread strategy.7

For the W-spread strategy, the total net USD transacted via the dynamic delta hedge is then calculated as:

DailySpotDeltat =

6∑
i=1

(SpotDeltat,i ∗Qi) (6)

again SpotDeltat,i represents the delta hedge for one contract and Q represents the number of contracts issued per

type of options with
6∑
i=1

Qi = 10, 000. Each type of option has its contract size that can vary. For our analysis,

5Volatility measured over a 5, 10 and 20 day period were estimated. The results show little difference in what is presented in this paper.
The results are available upon request.

6One contract is set to be USD 10,000. The total number of shares transacted on the spot market as part of the dynamic delta hedge
can be the purchase or sale of USD, depending on the delta, the position (long vs. short) and the individual option type (call vs. put).

7Results available upon request.
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we assume equal contract size across options unless otherwise stated. Moving forward, we will refer to the total

W-spread strategy option value of USD 100 million as Y where Y = Q ∗X (the number of contracts multiplied by

the contract size).

The cumulative value of daily transactions (DailyCVt) at t = 1 equals the total USD transacted on the spot

market. For t > 1, the cumulative daily transactions are calculated as:

DailyCVt = DailyCVt−1 + IntCt−1 +DailySpotDeltat (7)

It is also important to note that the daily cumulative USD transacted includes the costs for the central bank to

conduct the hedge, or the interest costs (IntCt). The interest costs paid to obtain (or borrow) USD8 at time t and

is determined as:

IntCt =
(
e
r

365 − 1
)
DailyCVt−1 (8)

where r represents the domestic interest rate, which for our simulations is the Colombian interbank lending rate. To

present the total USD transacted at maturity (T), we calculate the end-of-period USD transacted (EOPV TT ) as:

EOPV TT = DailyCVT +NetPayoffsT (9)

where DailyCVT is the cumulative USD transacted at maturity, or T = 30. EOPV TT depends on the accumulated

value of the USD from the dynamic delta hedge and the net payoffs. Net payoffs can be divided into long payoffs,

which are revenues for the central bank, and short payoffs, which are costs for the central bank. Table (5) presents

the net payoff structure depending on the relationship between the spot market exchange rate at maturity and the

strike price. The net payoffs at maturity for the W-spread strategy will be:

NetPayoffsT = NetLongPayoffT +NetShortPayoffT (10)

Net long payoffs will always be positive and net short payoffs will always be negative, as seen in Table (5).

Therefore, NetPayoffsT will add the positive value to the negative value, in essence, subtracting the cost from the

gain. For example, when S > K3, the net payoff will be S −K1− (S −K2) = K2 +K1 > 0.

Table 5: Summary of Net Payoffs

W-Put/W-Call = 1

Long Call Long Call Long Put Long Put Net Long Short Call Short Put Net Short
(K1) (K3) (K1) (K3) (K2) (K2)

S < K1 0 0 K1 - S K3 - S K1 + K3 - 2S > 0 0 - (K2 - S) - (K2 - S) < 0
K1 ≤ S < K2 S - K1 0 0 K3 - S K3 - K1 > 0 0 - (K2 - S) - (K2 - S) < 0
K2 ≤ S < K3 S - K1 0 0 K3 - S K3 - K1 > 0 -(S - K2) 0 -(S - K2) < 0
S ≥ K3 S - K1 S - K3 0 0 S - K1 > 0 -(S - K2) 0 -(S - K2) < 0

This table presents the net payoffs for the long and short positions in the neutral W-spread strategy where W-Put/W-Call ratio is equal to one. The
long payoffs are received by the central bank and are always positive, whereas the short payoffs are paid by the central bank and are always negative.
K1, K2, K3 represent the three strike prices for the W-spread strategy, and S represents the spot market exchange rate at maturity.

Not only does the central bank exert influence in the option and spot markets through the size of the portfolio

it holds, which will dictate the amount of foreign currency it will buy and sell in the spot market to dynamically

8We consider this cost even though central banks normally do not have this cost since they can borrow from international reserves. We
are taking a more conservative stance here.
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hedge its net portfolio position,9 but it can also exert its influence through the distribution of calls and puts in the

portfolio of 10,000 contracts. This distribution is detailed in Figure (4). To influence both the expectations channel

and the portfolio balance channel,10 the central bank can alter the size of the individual contract, the total amount of

contracts issued, and the distribution between W-call and W-put used to create the W-spread strategy. We present

examples of each in the following section.

Figure 4: W-Spread Segmentation Between W-Calls and W-Puts

The W-spread strategy requires two long calls, one short call, two long puts, and one short put. It therefore yields a 2/3
long (1/3 at K1 and 1/3 at K3) and 1/3 (at K2) short ratio. One of the ways that the central bank can use its option
portfolio to signal to the market and influence expectations is through the distribution of W-call and W-put strategies.
During periods when there is no expectation of appreciation or depreciation, the W-put/W-call ratio should be equal to
one. During periods of appreciation, the central bank can skew its portfolio to issue more W-puts than W-calls, with a
W-put/W-call ratio greater than one. This would signal their desire to counter the appreciation trend. During periods of
depreciation, the central bank can skew its portfolio to issue more W-calls than W-puts, with a W-put/W-call ratio less
than one. This would signal their desire to counter the depreciation trend.

9As previously mentioned, in the examples presented throughout this segment, it is assumed that the contract size is for USD 10,000 and
that 10,000 contracts are issued. Note that the total number of contracts as well as the size of each contract can easily change.

10With the expectations channel, the central bank can shape expectations on future monetary and exchange rate policy. Influencing
expectations through the promise of future intervention can curb speculative behavior and coordinate the direction of the currency
towards equilibrium. With the portfolio balance channel, relative scarcity of domestic currency with respect to foreign currency can
appreciate the value of the domestic currency. Here the central bank intervention into the spot market determines the relative scarcity
or abundance of the domestic currency, in turn directly influencing the value of the nominal exchange rate (Archer, 2005).
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Table (6) presents a summary of calculations of costs and gains associated with the W-spread strategy and

dynamic delta hedging. Here, we capture the accumulated USD transacted through delta hedging, the interest costs,

the net payoffs for both the long and short positions, and the long and short premiums. The premiums of each

contract will be paid by the central bank in the long position and received by the central bank in the short position.

The net gains of the W-spread strategy are represented as:

NetGainsT = (LongPayoffT + ShortPremiumT )− (IntCT + ShortPayoffT + LongPremiumT ) (11)

we refer to NetGainsT as the profit/cost of the W-spread strategy, since it is possible that the central bank can profit

from the strategy. Specifically, the gains of the W-spread strategy in the form of long payoffs and short premiums

could outweigh the costs, as we show they do under conditions of persistent depreciation or appreciation.

As presented in Figure (4), the central bank can opt to segment the W-spread strategy with more W-calls than

W-puts or vise versa. The total payoffs presented in Table (6) will depend on the distribution of W-calls and W-puts.

The corresponding payoff structure is presented in Table (7).

Table 6: Summary of Dynamic Delta Hedging Cost Calculations

End-of-Period (T = 30)
W-spread strategy

End-of-Period USD Transacted DailyCVT +NetPayoffsT

Interest Cost IntCT =
(
e
r

365 − 1
)
DailyCVT−1

Long Payoff
4∑
j=1

[max(ST −K1, 0)∗Yj+max(K1−ST , 0)∗Yj ]+
4∑
j=1

[max(ST −K3, 0)∗Yj+max(K3−ST , 0)∗Yj ]

Short Payoff −
2∑
j=1

[(max(ST −K2, 0) +max(K2 − ST , 0)] ∗ Yj)

Long Premium −
4∑
j=1

(LongOptionPricei) ∗ Yj

Short Premium
2∑
j=1

(ShortOptionPricei) ∗ Yj

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy (LongPayoff + ShortPremium)− (IntCT + ShortPayoff + LongPremium)

Share of Total Profit/Y or Cost/Y

Cost calculations to the central bank to dynamically delta hedge its net portfolio position over an option contract period of 30 days.
Y represents the contract size which is USD 10,000 multiplied by the total number of contracts, or 10,000. The payoff structure will
depend on the segmentation of the W-spread strategy and the distribution of W-Puts to W-Calls, see Table (7).

Table (8) presents what happens at maturity in terms of option exercise, share of W-spread strategy exercised,

and the net amount of USD transacted based on where the spot exchange rate at maturity lands in relation to each

strike price. The four scenarios depicted align with the scenarios discussed in Table (5) and Table (7).

As an example of what happens at maturity of the W-spread strategy, consider the first scenario where S30 is

less than strike price K1 (or an appreciation of the local currency). In this scenario, the central bank sells USD at

a higher price than S30 through the long put positions that are exercised at K1 and K3. Under a neutral W-spread

strategy, the central bank has an equivalent of USD 16.6 million in local currency (16.6 x S30) that can be used to

buy USD to counter appreciation pressure. Also, by buying USD from the owner of the put position at K2, the

central bank can help to decrease the selling pressure in the spot market again helping to counteract the appreciation
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Table 7: Payoffs with W-Spread Segmentation

End-of-Period (T = 30)

S < K1 F2(K1 +K3 −K2 − S)

K1 < S ≤ K2 F1(S −K1) + F2(K3 −K2)

K2 < S ≤ K3 F1(K2 −K1) + F2(K3 − S)

S ≥ K3 F1(S +K2 −K1 −K3)

W-Put/W-Call = 1 F1 = 0.5∗Y
3 ; F2 = 0.5∗Y

3

W-Put/W-Call = 4 F1 = 0.2∗Y
3 ; F2 = 0.8∗Y

3

W-Put/W-Call = 0.25 F1 = 0.8∗Y
3 ; F2 = 0.2∗Y

3

This table presents the payoff structure based on the W-spread strategy segmentation
detailed in Figure (4). Y represents the total USD transacted which is the contract
size (USD 10,000) multiplied by the total number of contracts (10,000).

pressure on the local currency. This is true because the owners of the W-put at K2 are selling USD to the central

bank instead of to the market, which in turn relieves some of the selling pressure. Moreover, if the owner of the

W-put at K2 wants to make a profit on their purchase11 they need to buy USD at S30 from the market in such a

way that achieves a positive payoff (K2 − S30 > 0). Once again, this buying pressure counters appreciation. Finally,

by exercising the central bank’s two long-put positions, the offsetting short-put positions will have no incentive to

sell USD in the spot market since they bought USD from the central bank at a price higher than S30 based on the

option contract. It would be unwise for the traders holding the offsetting short-put positions to turn around and sell

the USD purchased from the central bank through the option contract because this would lead to a scenario where

they are buying high and selling low. Therefore, the likelihood that their activity would increase selling pressure of

USD in the local market is low. Note that this impact increases with higher appreciation expectations where the

W-Put/W-Call ratio moves from 1 to 4.

If we analyze the last case (S30 ≥ K3) where there is depreciation of the local currency, the reverse action should

be observed. Specifically, under the neutral W-spread strategy, the central bank has USD 16.6 million that can be

sold to counter the depreciation pressure. Also, by selling USD to the owner of the call (long call) at K2, the central

bank can help decrease the buying pressure in the spot market, again helping to counteract the depreciation of the

local currency. This is true because the long-call position at K2 are buying USD from the central bank rather than

from the market, which in turn relieves some of the buying pressure. Moreover, traders with the long-call position

that want to cash their positive payoffs need to buy USD in the spot market (S30 −K2 > 0). Finally, by exercising

the central bank’s two long-call positions, the offsetting short-call positions will have no incentive to buy USD in

the spot market since they sold USD to the central bank at a price lower than S30 based on the option contract. It

would be unwise for the traders holding the offsetting short-call positions to turn around and buy USD on the spot

market because this would lead to a scenario where they are buying high and selling low. Therefore, the likelihood

that their activity would increase buying pressure of USD in the local market is low. Note that this impact increases

with higher depreciation expectations where the W-Put/W-Call ratio moves from 1 to 0.25. For the intermediate

cases (K1 ≤ S30 < K2 and K2 ≤ S30 < K3) more discretion is necessary since there is no clear appreciation or

depreciation pressure.

11Note, the long put position at K2 is exercised when K2 > S30.
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Table 8: Results at Maturity with W-Spread Segmentation

S30 < K1

W-Put/W-Call = 1 W-Put/W-Call = 4 W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Sell USD at K1 (Long Put) −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3

Sell USD at K3 (Long Put) −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3

Buy USD at K2 (Short Put) 0.5Y3 0.8Y3 0.2Y3

Net Transacted −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3
Net Transacted in USD -16.6 million -26.6 million -6.6 million

K1 ≤ S30 < K2

W-Put/W-Call = 1 W-Put/W-Call = 4 W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Buy USD at K1 (Long Call) 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3

Sell USD at K3 (Long Put) −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3

Buy USD at K2 (Short Put) 0.5Y3 0.8Y3 0.2Y3

Net Transacted 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3
Net Transacted in USD 16.6 million 6.6 million 26.6 million

K2 ≤ S30 < K3

W-Put/W-Call = 1 W-Put/W-Call = 4 W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Buy USD at K1 (Long Call) 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3

Sell USD at K3 (Long Put) −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3

Sell USD at K2 (Short Call) −0.5Y3 −0.2Y3 −0.8Y3

Net Transacted −0.5Y3 −0.8Y3 −0.2Y3
Net Transacted in USD -16.6 million -26.6 million -6.6 million

S30 ≥ K3

W-Put/W-Call = 1 W-Put/W-Call = 4 W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Buy USD at K1 (Long Call) 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3

Buy USD at K3 (Long Call) 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3

Sell USD at K2 (Short Call) −0.5Y3 −0.2Y3 −0.8Y3

Net Transacted 0.5Y3 0.2Y3 0.8Y3
Net Transacted in USD 16.6 million 6.6 million 26.6 million

This table presents the action at maturity with the W-spread strategy segmentation detailed in Figure (4) based on the

relationship between the spot exchange rate at day 30 (S30) and the three strike prices (K1, K2, K3). Y is the contract

size (USD 10,000) multiplied by the total number of contracts (10,000), therefore Y equals USD 100 million. Thus, the net

amount transacted in USD is based on the net share multiplied by USD 100 million, which is the total amount transacted

through the option contracts.

5 Results

This section presents the results that show the net dynamic delta hedging position for a W-spread strategy is

smaller than holding a one-sided position, and verify that this option strategy introduces pressure into the market to

counteract the current movement of the exchange rate. The results for persistent depreciation, persistent appreciation,
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and random movement in the exchange rate are presented in this section.

5.1 W-spread strategy with Persistent Depreciation Pressure

To understand the potential for using currency options as a central bank tool for intervention into foreign exchange

markets, we first start with the simulated exchange rates for COPUSD for scenarios with persistent depreciation.

Once again, we want to stress that an intervention impact function has not been included in the simulations, and

we are simply testing whether this strategy aligns with the goals of the central bank. Figure (5) illustrates the

simulation.

Figure 5: Series of Simulated Exchange Rates for Periods with Persistent Depreciation

Exchange rates are simulated using a uniform pseudorandom distribution to represent periods of persistent and
significant depreciation. The starting value of simulation is based on the 10-day average COPUSD exchange rates
ending on October 20, 2012. Maximum depreciation in this simulation equals 1922 Colombian pesos per US dollar,
which is a 2.23% depreciation over 30 days.

Figures (6) and (7) present the calculated dynamic delta hedging position and daily cumulative USD transacted

during a period of depreciation. In Figure (6) we present a neutral W-spread strategy where the ratio of W-puts to

W-calls equals one. In Figure (7) we present a call-bias W-strategy where the ratio of W-puts to W-calls is less than

one.

The daily USD transacted represent the actual amount of USD the central bank is buying or selling in the

spot market based on the net portfolio position and is determined by the deltas of each option contract in the

portfolio. Positive values indicate net purchases, whereas negative values indicate net sales. The daily cumulative

value transacted include the interest costs and shares purchased/sold of the foreign currency in the spot market

denominated in local currency (COP).

There are three scenarios depicted in each figure. The first is a W-call strategy, where the central bank is holding

(long) and issuing (short) call options. The second is a W-put strategy, where the central bank is holding (long) and

issuing (short) put options. The last is a W-spread strategy where the central bank is holding (long) and issuing

(short) both call and put options.

According to the W-call position delta, the first day initial spot market position is substantial, requiring the

central bank to sell approximately USD 30 million of foreign currency (USD) in the spot market. Throughout the
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period to maturity the net call portfolio position will require the central bank to continue selling USD in the spot

market to dynamically delta hedge its options portfolio. By doing so, it in turn introduces a counteracting pressure

to the persistent depreciation of the simulated series because, all else equal, the consistent sale of USD by the central

bank should contribute to driving down the value of the foreign currency relative to the local currency leading to an

appreciation of the Colombian peso.

Under a W-put position, the central bank initially conducts a large purchase of USD in the spot market and

subsequently sells off its initial spot market position throughout the period to maturity. In the first day, the central

bank buys approximately USD 18 million. Note that, if the W-put is considered independently, the initial buying

may exert an undesired impact on the exchange rate. Specifically, it would contribute to the depreciation pressure

observed in Figure (5) by increasing the value of the foreign currency to local currency leading to further depreciation

of the Colombian peso.

However, the net position of the W-spread strategy (third column of Figures (6) and (7)) show that the spot

market interventions have the potential to counteract the depreciation pressure. Specifically, the net spot market

interventions suggest a large sale of USD followed by small sales that in reality should help to relieve some of the

depreciation pressure as the the relative supply of USD to COP on the spot market increases, all else equal.

Through dynamic delta hedging, the central bank develops a strategic approach to its spot market position which

changes depending on the delta of the net option portfolio position, one that also has the potential to introduce a

stabilizing force into currency markets. By doing so, the central bank can impact the movements of the exchange

rate through both the expectations channel12 and through the portfolio balance channel. This would directly impact

the total supply of foreign versus domestic currency in the spot market, and assuming that the position of the central

bank is sufficiently large with respect to the total volume traded, it would decrease volatility, and influence the

direction of the trend.

Note that other than the initial positions, the daily transactions are smaller than the daily discretionary inter-

ventions conducted by the Central Bank of Colombia, and the positions are driven by the market through the delta

of the option. The cumulative value transacted is known and limited, as can be seen in the bottom three graphs of

Figures (6) and (7). The cumulative value transacted takes into account the accumulation of sales/purchases of USD

to hedge the net portfolio position throughout the time to maturity as well as the interest costs associated with the

transactions.

Altering the W-put/W-call ratio to consider more call options than puts, as is presented in Figure (7), causes the

central bank to sell more USD on the initial day that in the neutral strategy presented in Figure (6), but does not

notably change the spot market position in the remaining days leading to maturity. By changing the ratio of W-calls

and W-puts in the W-spread strategy, the central bank can alter its initial position in the spot market in such a way

that makes the initial intervention larger, which may counter the persistent movement of the exchange rate more

significantly. The ratio can also signal to the market that the central bank is trying to more strongly counteract the

depreciation.

12We assume traders would most likely anticipate the hedging activity of the central bank. In addition, market participants anticipating
the central bank’s interventions would not contribute to gains of speculators. For example, if a speculator wanted to depreciate a
currency, they would be unsuccessful because the central bank’s intervention is guided by its delta hedging, countering the depreciation,
discouraging speculative attacks.
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Figure 6: Depreciation Dynamic Delta Hedging Outcomes (W-put/W-call: 1)

The dynamic delta hedging position is calculated for 100 series for a 30 day contract period. By construction, the simulated
exchange rates are steadily depreciating over the 30-day period. The W-spread strategy presented here is a neutral one since
the W-put/W-call ratio is 1. As can be seen, holding a position in both a W-call and W-put strategy is the least disruptive
to the spot market.

Figure 7: Depreciation Dynamic Delta Hedging Outcomes (W-Put/W-Call: 0.25)

The dynamic delta hedging position is calculated for 100 series for a 30 day contract period. By construction, the simulated
exchange rates are steadily depreciating over the 30-day period. The W-spread strategy presented here is a call-biased one
since W-put/W-call ratio is 0.25. As can be seen, holding a position in both a call and put strategy is the least disruptive
to the spot market.
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The total value transacted represents the accumulated daily dynamic delta hedging transactions and interest

costs throughout the contract period. Presented in Table (9) is the outstanding position of the central bank from its

hedging operations and its options contracts, which includes the hedging costs, payoffs and premiums as described

in Table (6). Table (9) illustrates the average across all 100 series, and depicts the value of transactions for series

when the portfolio position is neutral (W-put/W-call ratio is one) as well as for a call bias portfolio (W-put/W-call

ratio less than one) during a period of depreciation.

As can be seen in Table (9), the total cumulative interest costs are low considering that the total outstanding

USD in option contracts is USD 100 million. The net value transacted throughout the option contract is determined

by the W-put/W-call ratio.13 Since only the W-calls are exercised when the spot market price depreciates above

the strike price K3, the outstanding volume of USD the central bank is obligated to transact is covered by the net

value collected from their long positions. The W-puts expire out of the money and not be exercised as the currency

depreciates above K3.14 The initial purchase position on the first day for the W-puts is offset by the subsequent

smaller sales throughout the contract period. Therefore, the central bank is only transacting on the spot market

the amount needed to cover its option obligations. By doing so, they limit excessive reserve accumulation and

purchase/sell USD according to the relationship between the exchange rate and option price, or the delta of the

option.

Table 9: End-of-Period Dynamic Delta Costs, Payoffs and Premiums

Average Across Series (USD)

W-Put/W-Call = 1 St. Dev. W-Put/W-Call = 0.25 St. Dev.

End-of-Period USD Transacted -50,108,000 3,613 -80,188,000 3,884

Interest Cost -112,220 3,613 -195,360 3,884

Long Payoff 2,474,600 5,271 3,908,700 8,524

Short Payoff -1,237,300 2,636 -1,954,400 4,262

Long Premium -659,160 1,404 -812,580 1,772

Short Premium 314,630 670 391,340 853

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy 780,550 4,938 1,337,700 6,423

Share of Total 0.78 % 0.005 % 1.34 % 0.006 %

End-of-Period total USD transacted represents the cumulative value of daily dynamic delta hedging and interest costs. Each contract

size in USD 10,000 and there are 10,000 contracts issued. The table depicts the costs for series when the portfolio position is neutral

(W-Put/W-Call ratio of 1) as well as for a call bias portfolio (W-Put/W-Call ratio of 0.25) during a period of depreciation. The

calculations reflect those described in the summary table of Table (6). The negative values reflect a cost or outlay of funds for the

central bank, whereas the positive values reflect funds acquired by the central bank. Profit/Cost of Option Strategy is the sum of the

long payoff and short premium minus the sum of the net value transacted, interest cost, short payoff and long premium.

5.2 W-spread strategy with Persistent Appreciation Pressure

The next analysis tests the use of the W-spread strategy under scenarios with persistent appreciation. Figure (8)

illustrates the simulation. This simulation allows for a controlled environment of appreciation under which we test

the W-spread strategy with dynamic delta hedging. Recall that with the dynamic delta hedging position, the central

bank develops a strategic approach to its position in the spot market when the currency is consistently appreciating.

The position changes depending on the delta of the net W-spread strategy position.

13As a percentage of the total option value (USD 100 million), the net value transacted is only 0.52% and 1.14% for the neutral and call
bias strategies, respectively.

14It is important to note that the exercise of each of the puts or calls will be determined by whether the spot exchange rate at maturity
is greater than or less than the corresponding strike price. In the scenario presented here, the spot exchange rate as depreciated above
K3, which is 1884.
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Figure 8: Series of Simulated Exchange Rates for Periods of with Persistent Appreciation

Exchange rates are simulated using a pseudorandom uniform distribution to represent periods of appreciation. The
starting value of the simulation is based on 10 day average COPUSD exchange rates ending on October 20, 2012.
Maximum appreciation in this simulation is to 1824, which is a 2.97% appreciation over 30 days.

Figures (9) and (10) present the calculated dynamic delta hedging position and the daily cumulative value

transacted during a period of persistent appreciation. Once again, three scenarios are presented in each figure. The

W-call strategy shows the initial spot market position that requires the central bank to sell approximately USD 30

million in day one if we consider only the W-call. This move is procyclical, contributes to local currency appreciation,

and, as such, can be potentially destabilizing to the market. However, after this initial selling and throughout the

period to maturity, the net portfolio position requires the central bank to buy USD in the spot market to dynamically

delta hedge its position. The daily purchases of USD may in turn introduce a counteracting pressure to the persistent

appreciation by driving up the value of USD relative to the domestic currency.

Considering the W-put position alone, the central bank initially conducts a large purchase of USD in the spot

market (approximately USD 18 million) and continues purchasing USD throughout the period to maturity. By

continually purchasing USD on the spot market, the hedging activity of the central bank alters the relative supply

of USD to COP in the spot market in a way that may introduce depreciation pressure to counter the persistent

appreciation, all else equal.

Note that in the neutral W-spread strategy, the central bank initially sells USD, but then continually purchases

USD over the period to maturity. However, since the initial position is a sale of USD 12 million, it may be sizable

enough to contribute to the persistent appreciation, and therefore counter the goals of the central bank. In this

case, by altering the W-Put/W-Call ratio to include more W-put options, as seen in Figure (10), the central bank

can avoid this situation and now purchase USD 17 million in the spot market on the initial day of the contract and

continue to purchase USD throughout the period to maturity. Altering the ratio not only signals to the market that

the central bank is acting to curb the appreciation, but also the spot market hedging position of the central bank

may drive up the relative price of USD to COP and counter the persistent appreciation.
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Figure 9: Appreciation Dynamic Delta Hedging Outcomes (W-Put/W-Call: 1)

The dynamic delta hedging position is calculated for 100 series for a 30 day contract. The exchange rate is steadily
appreciating over the period to maturity. The W-Put/W-Call ratio is 1. As can be seen, holding a position in both a W-call
and W-put strategy is the least disruptive to the spot market.

Figure 10: Appreciation Dynamic Delta Hedging Outcomes (W-Put/W-Call: 4)

The dynamic delta hedging position is calculated for 100 series for a 30 day contract. The exchange rate is steadily
appreciating over the period to maturity. The W-Put/W-Call ratio is 4. As can be seen, holding a position in both a W-call
and W-put strategy is the least disruptive to the spot market and contributes to countering the persistent appreciation
simulated in the market (see Figure (8).

Table (10) depicts the value of transactions for series when the portfolio position is neutral (W-Put/W-Call ratio
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equal to 1) as well as for a put bias portfolio (W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 4) during a period of appreciation. The

calculations reflect those described in the summary Table (6).

Once again, the total cumulative interest costs are low considering that the total outstanding USD in option

contracts is USD 100 million. The net value transacted throughout the option contract is determined by the W-

Put/W-Call ratio. Since only the W-puts will be exercised when the spot market price appreciates below strike price

K1, the outstanding amount of USD the central bank is obligated to transact is covered by the USD proceeding from

its long position. The W-calls expire out of the money and are not exercised when the spot exchange rate at maturity

falls below K1.15 The initial purchase position on the first day for the W-calls is offset by the subsequent smaller

purchases throughout the contract period. Therefore, the central bank is only transacting on the spot market the

amount needed to cover its option obligations in the W-spread strategy.

Table 10: End-of-Period Dynamic Delta Costs, Payoffs and Premiums

Average Across Series (USD)

W-Put/W-Call = 1 St. Dev. W-Put/W-Call = 4 St. Dev.

End-of-Period USD Transacted 50,082,000 5,910 80,164,000 5,379

Interest Cost -92,052 4,942 -170,830 5,379

Long Payoff 1,791,700 3,968 3,480,700 6,951

Short Payoff -895,850 1,984 -1,740,300 3,475

Long Premium -687,050 1,522 -527,320 1,053

Short Premium 327,940 726 248,070 495

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy 444,688 4,236 1,290,320 4,076

Share of Total 0.44 % 0.004 % 1.29 % 0.004 %

End-of-Period total value transacted represents the cumulative value of daily dynamic delta hedging and interest costs. Each contract

size in USD 10,000 and there were 10,000 contracts issued. The table depicts the values for series when the portfolio position is

neutral and the W-Put/W-Call ratio is one, as well as for a biased portfolio, with a W-Put/W-Call greater than one during a period of

appreciation. The calculations reflect those described in the summary table of Table (6). The negative values reflect a cost or outlay

of funds for the central bank, whereas the positive values reflect funds acquired by the central bank.

5.3 Simulation with Random Exchange Rate Movements

Next, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with GARCH volatility is used to simulate the COPUSD exchange rate over

thirty days for 1000 simulations. The results are presented for a sample of 5 series.16 We isolate the first five series

to present a microscopic analysis of the data. We also test whether the purchase/sale of USD via the delta hedging

position of the central bank has the potential to counter the movement in the exchange rate. For a depreciation,

a successful event is when the central bank’s net hedging position is to sell USD, thereby increasing liquidity in

the domestic spot market and introducing appreciation pressure on the domestic currency, all else equal. For an

appreciation, a successful event is when the central bank’s net hedging position is to buy USD, thereby soaking up

excess liquidity in the domestic spot market and introducing depreciation pressure on the domestic currency. The

average success rate in countering the exchange rate movement is 95% across the simulations.

The simulated exchange rate values for each of the five sample series is captured in the top panels of Figure

(11). As seen in the figure, there are some drastic outliers that will drive extreme hedging positions for the central

bank. We want to consider all scenarios that the central bank may face, even though situations such as these are

15It is important to note that the exercise of each of the puts or calls will be determined by whether the spot exchange rate at maturity
is greater than or less than the corresponding strike price. In the scenarios presented here, the spot exchange rate as appreciated below
K1, which is 1875.

16The rest are available upon request.
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rare. Because each series has a non-constant volatility, the daily shares of USD purchased in the spot market varies

depending on whether the COPUSD is appreciating or depreciating. From Figures (6) to (10), we know that the

dynamic delta hedging position of the central bank is one that introduces counterbalancing pressure on the exchange

rate. The success of the dynamic delta hedging in countering the movement in the exchange rate is presented in the

bottom panels of Figure (11). Even with extreme movements, as seen in Series (3), the dynamic delta hedging is

successful in introducing countering pressure over 90% of the time.

Figure 11: Random COPUSD Simulation Results (W-Put/W-Call = 1)

This figure presents the a sample of the simulation results for the W-spread strategy when the COPUSD follows a random process simulated
using an Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process with GARCH volatility. Here, the W-Put/W-Call ratio equals 1. The top panels present the simulated
COPUSD exchange rate under each of five sample scenarios. The middle panels depict the corresponding purchase/sale of USD through dynamic
delta hedging, and the indicates the success of the hedging position in countering the movement in the exchange rate (Y: counters; N: does not
counter). Over 1000 simulations, the average success rate was 95% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 1; 91.9% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to
4; and 95.1% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 0.25.

When comparing Figures (12) and (13) where the W-Put/W-Call ratio differs and is biased to one type of option,

it is evident that the success of the hedging differs depending on the initial position of the central bank. In Figure

(12) where the W-Put/W-Call ratio is equal to 0.25, the initial hedging position of the central bank on day 1 is

larger than the position found in a neutral strategy. In Series (1), (3), (4), and (5), the simulated exchange rate

starts to depreciate from day 1 to 2 and the hedging position with a call bias strategy is more sizable in countering

it. In contrast, for Series (2), the simulated exchange rate first appreciates. The initial position of the call bias

strategy fails to counter this appreciation. The remaining hedging positions until maturity remain the same across

the portfolios.
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Figure 12: Random COPUSD Simulation Results (W-Put/W-Call = 0.25)

This figure presents the a sample of the simulation results for the W-spread strategy when the COPUSD follows a random process simulated
using an Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process with GARCH volatility. Here, the W-Put/W-Call ratio equals 0.25. The top panels present the simulated
COPUSD exchange rate under each of five sample scenarios. The middle panels depict the corresponding purchase/sale of USD through dynamic
delta hedging, and the indicates the success of the hedging position in countering the movement in the exchange rate (Y: counters; N: does not
counter). Over 1000 simulations, the average success rate was 95% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 1; 91.9% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to
4; and 95.1% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 0.25.

In Figure (13) where the W-Put/W-Call ratio is equal to 4, the initial hedging position of the central bank on

day 1 is now opposite to what is held in a neutral strategy. In Series (1), (3), (4), and (5), the simulated exchange

rate starts to depreciate from day 1 to 2 and the hedging position with a put bias strategy now exacerbates the

depreciation because the central bank must initially buy USD, contributing to the buying pressure that is leading

to the depreciation in the first place. In contrast, for Series (2), where the simulated exchange rate first appreciates

the initial position of the put bias strategy acts to counter this appreciation through the initial purchase of USD.

Therefore, it is important for the central bank to be cautious when determining the appropriate portfolio distribution

in calls and puts and base the distribution on expectations of exchange rate movements following the auction.
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Figure 13: Random COPUSD Simulation Results (W-Put/W-Call = 4)

This figure presents the a sample of the simulation results for the W-spread strategy when the COPUSD follows a random process simulated
using an Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process with GARCH volatility. Here, the W-Put/W-Call ratio equals 4. The top panels present the simulated
COPUSD exchange rate under each of five sample scenarios. The middle panels depict the corresponding purchase/sale of USD through dynamic
delta hedging, and the indicates the success of the hedging position in countering the movement in the exchange rate (Y: counters; N: does not
counter). Over 1000 simulations, the average success rate was 95% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 1; 91.9% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to
4; and 95.1% for W-Put/W-Call ratio equal to 0.25.

The end-of-period total value transacted, net USD transacted, payoffs and premiums are depicted for the five

series in each group in Table (11). Across all groups, it is evident that the value of transactions conducted by the

central bank for issuing bundles of W-calls and W-puts while dynamically delta hedging the position is much lower

than a daily intervention of USD 20 million. The central bank is able to hold a strategically determined position

in the spot market that is driven by the responsiveness of the option price to the underlying asset value that is

of comparable size to the current strategy of daily discretionary interventions. The difference is that the option

strategy comes at a lower cost in terms of reserve accumulation, and the spot market position of the central bank is

determined and changed depending on market dynamics.
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Table 11: End-of-Period Dynamic Delta Costs, Payoffs and Premiums

W-Put/W-Call = 1

Series (1) Series (2) Series (3) Series (4) Series (5)

End-of-Period USD Transacted 50,016,000 -50,018,000 49,972,000 -50,045,000 -49,991,000

Interest Cost -55,118 -35,764 -103,910 -75,006 -33,386

Long Payoff 390,860 529,430 442,280 608,160 853,310

Short Payoff -195,430 -264,710 -221,140 -304,080 -426,650

Long Premium -672,470 -671,540 -678,100 -671,010 -669,350

Short Premium 320,980 320,540 323,670 320,280 319,490

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy -211,178 -122,044 -237,200 -121,656 43,414

Share of Total -0.211 % -0.122 % -0.237 % -0.122 % 0.043 %

W-Put/W-Call = 0.25

Series (1) Series (2) Series (3) Series (4) Series (5)

End-of-Period USD Transacted 19,936,000 -80,099,000 19,891,000 -80,125,000 -80,072,000

Interest Cost -76,007 -106,390 -134,540 -136,550 -79,843

Long Payoff 625,380 847,080 176,910 973,060 1,365,300

Short Payoff -312,690 -423,540 -88,456 -486,530 -682,640

Long Premium -828,860 -827,710 -835,790 -827,050 -825,010

Short Premium 399,180 398,620 402,520 398,310 397,320

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy -192,997 -111,940 -479,356 -78,760 175,127

Share of Total -0.193 % -0.112 % -0.479 % -0.079 % 0.175 %

W-Put/W-Call = 4

Series (1) Series (2) Series (3) Series (4) Series (5)

End-of-Period USD Transacted 80,097,000 -19,938,000 80,053,000 -19,964,000 -19,910,000

Interest Cost -104,980 -64,043 -104,420 -60,799 -91,990

Long Payoff 156,350 211,770 707,650 243,260 341,320

Short Payoff -78,173 -105,890 -353,830 -121,630 -170,660

Long Premium -516,090 -515,370 -520,410 -514,960 -513,690

Short Premium 242,790 242,450 244,820 242,260 241,660

Profit/Cost of Option Strategy -300,103 -231,083 -26,190 -211,869 -193,360

Share of Total -0.300 % -0.231 % -0.026 % -0.212 % -0.193 %

End-of-Period total value transacted represents the cumulative value of daily dynamic delta hedging and interest costs. The COPUSD first

depreciates, then switches trends mid-contract and appreciates. The W-Put/W-Call ratio is equal to 1 in the top panels, 0.25 in the middle

panels, and 4 in the bottom panels, showing varying distribution of option contracts by the central bank. The calculations reflect those described

in the summary table of Table (6). The negative values reflect a cost or outlay of funds for the central bank, whereas the positive values reflect

funds acquired by the central bank.

It is important to note that when there are significant movements in the exchange rate, as seen in Series (3) in

Figures (11) to (13) , the central bank can reinforce its efforts to curb volatility by increasing its position in the spot

market. The the scenario presented in Series (3), if the central bank observed such persistent depreciation starting on

Day 8, and not due to changes in fundamentals, it can choose to sell USD in the spot market to introduce appreciation

pressures. This would be similar to borrowing against the future value of USD they will receive at contract maturity.

Specifically, with the significant depreciation, all of the W-calls are exercised and none of the W-puts. The central

bank can therefore buy USD cheaper than on the spot market through the W-spread strategy at maturity, while

selling USD at a higher exchange rate to curb the drastic depreciation prior to maturity. Therefore, not only can

the central bank utilize the W-spread strategy with dynamic delta hedging as an intervention tool, but in cases of
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drastic exchange rate movements, it can enhance its position by intervening with international reserves in the spot

market, which is replenished at contract maturity.

6 Conclusion

The topic of currency market intervention to smooth volatility and protect the economy from external shocks is a topic

that is very relevant given current global dynamics. With the Federal Reserve’s tapering of its quantitative easing

strategy, as well as the slowing of growth in China, there are massive changes in foreign currency flows that leave

emerging markets and developing economies susceptible to drastic exchange rate fluctuations. Many will deplete their

foreign reserves trying to smooth out the volatility and protect the domestic currency from plummeting. Considering

alternatives to spot market intervention is imperative in today’s global economy. The research presented in this

paper contributes to revisiting the discussion of alternative tools that can be effective and less costly in maintaining

stability and calm in disorderly currency markets.

Many central bankers in emerging markets and developing economies are concerned with extreme movements of

the country’s exchange rate and have attempted to influence expectations, smooth volatility, and control the direction

of the exchange rate through spot market interventions using foreign exchange reserves. Such interventions tend to

be costly when relying on excessive reserve accumulation, which can lead to distortions in asset and credit markets,

monetary imbalances, and inefficiencies in the financial system (M.S. and Turner, 2006). The research presented in

this paper shows that by holding and issuing tailored bundles of call and put options while dynamically delta hedging

the positions allows central banks to intervene in currency markets at a lower cost than direct daily purchases of

USD, while at the same time holding a net position in the spot market that is less disruptive than acting on only

one side of the market.

There are a number of extensions for future research based on the findings presented in this paper. The first is

to determine an appropriate intervention impact function so that we can analyze the impact of the central bank’s

hedging position on the spot exchange rates. By incorporating an intervention impact function in the exchange rate

simulation, we will then be able to test the impact of this strategy on exchange rate volatility and levels. Next, we

plan build up the analysis of the role of market participants and traders to understand their reactions to the central

bank’s W-spread strategy. It is important for central banks to know how traders, speculators, and market makers

may react to this type of intervention strategy. Though we touch upon this in here, we plan to expand the analysis

further.

Third, since many emerging markets have now adopted inflation targeting as part of their policy decisions, the

Garman-Kohlhagen model can be extended to include a Taylor-rule inflation targeting goal to analyze the results of

an options-based intervention strategy. Research conducted by Arizmendi (2013) illustrates how an inflation targeting

rule can be incorporated into the options pricing model so that policy choice for intervention can be directly linked

to inflation targeting goals.

Lastly, we plan to tailor this strategy and the approach of using options as a central bank policy tool for fully

dollarized economies that are unable to conduct independent monetary policy. It is possible for these types of

economies to use option contracts priced for a trade-weighted bundle of currencies to hedge the risks of external

shocks to their economies while trying to maintain controlled inflation. It is evident that there are many extensions

of this research, and we believe that the analysis presented in this paper is laying the foundation for a serious

discussion on the implementation of currency options as a central bank policy tool.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process with GARCH Volatility

For the random exchange rate movement without persistent appreciation or depreciation, we use an Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck process with GARCH volatility, which allows for non-constant volatility and ensures positive exchange

rate values. To start, we estimate the GARCH(p,q) volatility model, which yields the variance that is used in the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Modeling volatility based on GARCH(p,q) model is typical in financial mathematics

literature and is used extensively by professionals and academics alike. Modeling stochastic volatility using the

GARCH process assumes that the randomness of the variance process varies with the variance of the model, allowing

volatility to be non-constant. The standard GARCH(p,q) model is defined as:

σ2
t = α0 + α1ε

2
t−1 + ...+ αqε

2
t−q + β1σ

2
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2
t−p

σ2
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q∑
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αiε
2
t−i +

p∑
i=1

βiσ
2
t−i (12)

where ε represents the error terms, and σ represents the conditional variance at time t. Once the GARCH conditional

variance is estimated, we include it in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to estimate the COPUSD exchange rate. It

is important to note that for the GARCH estimation the known variables used to calculate volatility are past values

of the COPUSD exchange rate, which is standard in GARCH volatility estimations (Jondeau, Poon and Rockinger,

2007).

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a stochastic process that is stationary, Gaussian and Markovian. In the

standard model, the future is determined only by the present and not past values, time shifts leave joint probabilities

unchanged, and the vector of values is a multivariate normal distribution (Finch, 2004). The process is also mean-

reverting and has been used to model interest rates, exchange rates and commodity prices in financial mathematics.

Following Finch (2004), the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process satisfies the following linear stochastic difference equation:

dSt = −ρ(St − µ)dt+ σdWt (13)

where Wt is a Brownian motion, t ≥ 0, St is the COPUSD spot exchange rate, µ is the mean of the process, ρ is the

friction coefficient, and σ is the variance. In the asymptotically stationary case, µ, ρ, σ are constants which yield the

following moments:

E(St | S0) = µ+ (c− µ)e−ρt (14)

Cov(St1, St2) =
σ2

2ρ

(
e−ρ|t1−t2| − e−ρ(t1+t2)

)
(15)

To follow a Brownian motion, µ = c = 0, σ = 1 and ρ tends to zero. In this model, the variance σ is positive and

constant.

To simulate exchange rate movements, it is preferable for the variance or volatility to be non-constant. Therefore,

to alter the process, σ is determined by the GARCH process discussed above. Using σ from Equation (12), we simulate

the exchange rate so that:

St = (1 + σt)St−1 +Wt(µ− St) (16)
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